
Reaching New Heights



Background
Some things in basketball have always been in basketball like dribilling.Basketball 
has became famous over the years.You play basketball by trying to either throwing 
the ball to the other teams hoop or you can dunk the basketball in the hoop by 
jumping by the hoop and putting the ball into the hoop with 1 or 2 hands.The 
person who created basketball was a P.E. coach the first ever basketball was not 
a basketball it was actually a soccer ball and the hoop was not always metal it was 
actually a peach basket.

We used the average size of a basketball which is 29.5 and the normal Psi is 7.5 
and 8.5 it is between those.
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Question
How does the psi in a basketball affect how high it will bounce?  



Hypothesis
I think the basketball with the 8 psi will bounce the highest because the ideal 
amount of pressure in a basketball is 7.5-8.5 Psi



Variables
Independent variable:The Psi,s of a basketball

Dependent variable:Height of the basketball bounce

Control variable:8 Psi



Materials
● Tape measure
● Basketball
● Pressure gauge
● Air pump
● Flat surface to bounce the ball on



Procedures
1. Grab all the materials
2. Air up the basketball to 2 psi
3. Get to a flat surface
4. Bounce the basketball from 5 feet 
5. Record the results for the 2 psi basketball
6. Repeat steps 2,3 and 4 3 more times
7. Air up the basketball to 4 psi
8. Repeat steps 2,3 and 4 3 more times
9. Air up the basketball to 6 psi

10. Repeat steps 2,3 and 4
11. Air up the ball to 8 psi
12. Repeat steps 2,3 and 4  



Data Tables

Trial 1 Trail 2 Trail 3 Averages

2 PSI 2 2 2 2

4 PSI 4 3 4 3.666666667

6 PSI 6 7 6 6.333333333

8 PSi 34 36 33 34.33333333



Graphs



Graphs



Data Analysis
This experiment looked at the connection between the Psi of a 
basketball and how high it will bounce.The control is the 
basketball with 8 Psi.Trail 8 bounced higher than 2 Psi since it 
only bounced to 2in.The same thing happened with the ball with 
4 psi cause it only bounced 4 or 3 in.The same thing happened 
with the basketball with 6 psi cause it was around 6 or 7 in. 
When the experiment was completed i checked the graph and 
looked to see if it was consistent or not doing the experiment i 
new that the first one was consistent but when i checked it over i 
learned that all of the 4 trails were consistent.



Data Analysis
The problem in this experiment is when we bounced the 
ball it broke so we had to grab another ball.The factors that 
affected this experiment were the other ball we grabbed 
wasn't the same size as the other ball



Conclusion
The hypothesis for this experiment was I think the basketball 
with the 8 psi will bounce the highest because the ideal amount 
of pressure in a basketball is 7.5-8.5 Psi This hypothesis was 
supported because the numbers for 2 psi were 2 2 2 inches the 
numbers for 4 psi were 4 3 4 inches the numbers for 6 psi are 6 
7 6 inches and the numbers for 8 psi were 34 36 33 inches so 
my hypothesis was supported



Further Research
How far a basketball will go until it stops moving.How to do the 
experiment is very simple all you have to do is bounce the ball 
and see how far the ball goes then record the results.The 
second experiment is which basketball goes the lowest.This 
experiment in easy to all you have to do is bounce the ball and 
see which one goes the lowest.The last experiment is How fast 
the ball hits the ground.This is also very simple all you have to 
do is drop the ball and see which one hits the ground first.


